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Big Idea 

Between May and June of 2012, Europeana began to explore the potential of Pinterest as a 
platform for end-user engagement. The aims: to connect partner institutions with emerging 
social platforms, and end-users with cultural heritage content in innovative ways. By joining 
forces with the University of Barcelona, Biblioteca de Catalunya, the Swedish National 
Heritage Board, Varna Public Library and the Swedish Royal Armoury, Europeana presented 
content outside the constraints of the portal and institutional websites – providing new visibility 
and interaction with collections that might otherwise remain unseen. We were curious to 
explore what the effects of opening up data would be, in particular in terms of social 
interactions on the platform and the nature of the referral traffic to both Europeana and 
partners.  

 

 
 
Neil Bates of the Europeana Foundation presenting ‘Europeana & Partners on Pinterest’ case study at 
the Open Data Case Studies Workshop in Paris on 28 January 2013. 
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Users 

Google Ad Planner reported in January 2012 that Pinterest's US audience was primarily 
interested in fashion, arts, holidays, and interior design. 1 These topics reflect both the most 
popular pins and Pinterest's demographic. ComScore has reported that females account for 
68% of the site's visitors worldwide and that women generate nearly 85% of activity on the site, 
sticking around for longer periods of time.2 According to a September 2012 study from 
Compete, 66% of Pinterest users are aged 35 or older.3 Through Pinterest, we recognised an 
opportunity to reach a targeted user-base through specific themes such as travel postcards4 
and vintage photography,5 tapping into a predominantly female audience that is mature and 
visually savvy. Essentially, this is an audience that might not have otherwise considered 
browsing, let alone sharing heritage-based content.  

 

Value Proposition 

The main value proposition that we have to offer Pinterest users is high-quality, cultural 
heritage images that come directly from providers – a trusted source. For heritage institutions, 
it represents an opportunity to increase qualitative interactions with new audiences. 
Europeana’s Facebook activity has shown that sharing high-quality images with a description 
and link doubles engagement compared to sharing text/link-based content.6 Europeana 
therefore anticipated that sharing 225 high-quality images from five European heritage 
institutions across 10 thematic collections on Pinterest had the potential to reap great rewards. 

 
 

Pinterest Board - Black Sea Coast postcard collection from the Varna Public Library 
                                                 
1 Google Ad Planner, Pinterest.com 

https://www.google.com/adplanner/planning/site_profile?hl=en#siteDetails?uid=Pinterest.com&geo=001&lp=false 

2 Pinterest: Just what exactly is on it? – 2 March 2012 - http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-17204313 

3 Pinterest vs. Tumblr: Not Even a Contest – 4 September 2012 - http://blog.compete.com/2012/09/04/pinterest-vs-tumblr-not-even-a-contest/ 

4 The Black Sea Coast – by the Varna Public Library -  http://pinterest.com/europeana/the-black-sea-coast-by-the-varna-public-library/ 

5  Barcelona of the Past - by the Biblioteca de Catalunya - http://pinterest.com/europeana/barcelona-of-the-past-by-the-biblioteca-de-catalun/ 

6 Why we’ll be sharing more images on Facebook in 2013 – 19 December 2012 - http://pro.europeana.eu/pro-blog/-/blogs/1440668
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Channels 

Pinterest is a social network in the form of a virtual pin board, allowing users to share imagery 
from across the web. With an estimated 25 million users to date, Pinterest is one of the fastest-
growing social media sites ever. Forbes even called it ‘the next social media giant’.7  Users 
‘pin’ or ‘like’ images or videos to do with themes or items that interest them. The service states 
its goal as connecting everyone in the world through the 'things' they find interesting. The 
beauty of Pinterest for Europeana is its low threshold; the more institutions pin their content, 
the more they build awareness of their organisation and collections organically.  

 
Average time (minutes) on site – Pinterest, Twitter, Facebook and site average (2012) 
 
One of the major factors for choosing Pinterest was that its users are more engaged than 
users of other social media websites – they spend considerably longer on Pinterest. In 
December 2012, it was reported that users spend an average of 77 minutes on Pinterest, 36 
minutes on Twitter, and only 12 minutes on Facebook.8 

 

 

                                                 
7 Why Pinterest Could Be The Next Social Media Giant – 7 February 2012 - http://www.forbes.com/sites/investor/2012/07/02/why-pinterest-could-

be-the-next-social-media-giant/ 

8 How You Should Spend Your Marketing Budget: Facebook vs Twitter vs Pinterest – 17 December 2012 -

http://www.quicksprout.com/2012/12/17/the-difference-between-facebook-twitter-and-pinterest/?display=wide 
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Benefits 

 
When we started the project we hoped to accomplish two things. Our main aim was to see if 
we could boost our traffic from social media, which currently represents almost 2% of the 
overall traffic for Europeana.eu. We were also interested to see what kind of activity we could 
expect from Pinterest users – we would analyse this by looking at the traffic the platform sends 
to Europeana. 
 
The share of social traffic is small; however end-users coming from social media are more 
engaged and likely to share – just what we need! These users spend longer on the site, visit 
more pages and are less likely to bounce on their arrival. What's more is that end-users from 
social media spend an extra 51 seconds longer on the portal (193 seconds) than the site 
average (142 seconds). The percentage of new users coming to Europeana from social media 
is lower than other groups such as search engine or direct; however this indicates that our 
end-users from social media are loyal and more likely to return. By becoming an early adopter 
of Pinterest, we hoped to build a solid following and see if Pinterest would match the existing 
trend of social media sites sending quality traffic to the Europeana portal. 

 
Number of Pinterest referrals (Europeana.eu) compared with Twitter and Facebook referrals (2012) 
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Average time (seconds) on site (Europeana.eu) – Pinterest, Twitter, Facebook and site average (2012) 

 
 

Bounce rate (Europeana.eu) – Pinterest, Twitter, Facebook and site average (2012) 

 
The results certainly made the experiment worthwhile: in May and June of 2012 we 
established that referral traffic from Pinterest is very small when compared with Facebook, our 
biggest social source. Despite this, visitors from Pinterest didn’t buck the trend of social media 
traffic; in fact they were even more engaged compared to the site average and other social 
sources. Users from Pinterest who come to Europeana.eu are less likely to bounce, spend 
considerably longer on the portal and visit more pages – making them just the type of quality 
visitors Europeana and partners want! 
 
The activity on Pinterest itself was harder to measure. There are no metrics within Pinterest, 
making it difficult to track reach and to see how well content was fairing, but we can informally 
keep track of followers’ interests by seeing how many of their pins are re-pinned by other users 
– an indication of marketability and popularity. From the 225 images that were published on 
Pinterest, we recorded over 2,000 ‘re-pins’ and 700 ‘likes’. These numbers may seem small, 
but they are quality engagement indicators – end-users have gone the extra mile. 
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Unfortunately, it is not possible to see what else is happening on Pinterest; the traffic it sends 
back is only an indication of what content users are engaging with most. Although measuring 
interactions from the social web is very straightforward - referrals from Twitter, Facebook, and 
other social platforms are easily identified and categorised – we are left not knowing how the 
content is being used, by whom, or for example, how many times it has been viewed outside of 
its original source. 

 

 
 

Google image search for ‘Carl Curman’ shows a Europeana Pinterest result on the first page of results 

 

One of the surprise takeaways from the project has been the indexing leverage of Pinterest. 
Generally, content pinned by Europeana indexed fast and high on the first page in both Google 
web and image searches for top level keywords; for example creator or organisation names. 
By carefully choosing how the pins are named and described, institutions can harness a 
powerful opportunity – associating their Pinterest collections with specific keywords used in 
Google. Unfortunately this is not measurable, but is certainly food for thought when 
considering off-site metrics such as impressions – careful text associated with Pinterest 
collections can lead to higher Google ranking and therefore greater public reach. 
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“Pinterest allows us to highlight and 

distinguish content from the 

Biblioteca de Catalunya that might 

otherwise be hidden; it’s a great way 

to reach new audiences that are not 

aware of our Library and the 

collections we hold.” 

Eugenia Serra 

Director, Biblioteca de Catalunya 

Conclusions 

 

Thanks to this programme of work, a 
number of partners realised the 
potential of Pinterest and started their 
own initiatives following on from their 
collaboration with Europeana. For 
example, the Biblioteca de Catalunya 
opened up 700 images from their 
collection for re-use on Pinterest. The 
opening up of images for re-use on 
social media gives new life to the 
content published there, but as 
mentioned above, only a small 
percentage of it is actually 
measurable – therefore web analytics 
provide as many questions as they 
answer.  

 

What we can say concretely is that 
Pinterest generates quality traffic, the kind of visitors who stick around and engage with your 
collections. We believe this is a good enough reason for GLAMs to begin experimenting with 
platforms such as Pinterest, and for that matter, trying out social media in general if they’re not 
already doing so. However, this kind of traffic does not come for free; it requires an investment 
of time, selecting content, curating it, publishing it and engaging with users. Therefore, we 
recommend that you enable your end-users to do this for you. You can do this by integrating 
your latest pins on your website (as we have done) or even better, by integrating the ‘pin it’ 
button on your collection pages - from the offset this will increase the reach of your content 
and enable your end-users to do the hard work.  

 

Pinterest may not be sending huge amounts of traffic to Europeana, but what it does send is 
quality. At this stage, it may not be 100% measurable, but it presents a massive opportunity for 
unleashing the viral potential of collections. By facilitating this re-use on social media, 
institutions will see their content being replicated not only on Pinterest, but across the web. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


